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Between foreasting and nowasting strong onvetive events
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1 Introdution

Let me refer to formulas presented in Newsletter 13. The 1st Formula, the best �lter for strong Tornado

or Downburst events expresses Fujita sale as a square root funtion merely of the IntraCloud disharges

densities, while, the seond for less severe events takes into aount both: IntraCloud and Cloud-to-ground

lightning disharges densities. It has ourred, that both formulas might have lear physial interpretation.

Indeed, Formulas (1) and (2) distintly di�erentiate between spei� lightning ativity that is harateristi

for two various developing thunderstorm stages, i.e., for the mature and very ative one , with dominant IC

lightning ativity and the seond for the dissipation thunderloud formation, when CG �ashes initiation is

inreasing and is more pronouned. Expression (1) by expliit inlusion of the ICi omponent is on�rming

well known fat that so-alled spider lightning with great number of branhes, with the great ICi points are

appearing frequently during mature stages of superells.

2 Ation & Result

Operational monitoring of tornados that were observed over Poland showed that extreme Tornado or Down-

burst events are stritly orrelated to IntraCloud number of �ashes aggregated in ells over a 15 km radius

area. Here, densities are alulated on the 7 by 7 km square grid. But to remain the aordane with typial

superells diameter I should enhane the ommonly used values by a fator that varies from 5 to 12, aording

to weighting funtion whih is growing with the distane from a square entre. (Par�niewiz, EXPO2013).

Let's turn to Nowasting and Foreasting SCE. The 3 ategories are highlighted to distinguish between

Nowast and Foreast: ,.i.e., lead time, the method used, and �nally the targeted produt. For lead time:

we have tens of hours against 1 hour, for methodology: probabilisti interpretation of the model against

tendeny plus probabilisti interpretation plus possibly HD aurate simulations - if ourred, and �nally:

danger zones against aurate loation. The suessful nowasting in fat is measured in minutes (after James

Anderson, EXPO2013). What we have now in Poland on (http://awiaja.imgw.pl/index.php?produt=burze)

is the Observed Storms ategory whih serves merely as an introdution to Nowasting SCE showing their

possible growth or deay and helps to understand how will they propagate.
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